
 

1. Monitor student tabs to allow use of archived files.
 
MS Teams allows teachers to post various resources to
be archived in their channels. Give students the
opportunity to utilize any resource at any
time while using Relay Classroom to monitor all tabs
open on student screens, ensuring only
appropriate files are used from the MS Teams channel.
 
2. Use "Focus Mode" keep students on task while
working on assignments.
 
To limit students to only certain resources for an
assignment, use Relay Classroom’s “Focus Mode” to
create a customized list of sites that students are
allowed to access in order to avoid the use
of other resources in the MS Teams channel.
 
3. Monitor collaborative writing assignments.
 
In MS Teams, students can collaboratively work in
shared documents. Give students flexibility to work
freely with one another and use Relay Classroom to
monitor student screens to keep them on task
while they're working in the document.
 
4. Maintain class structure while using MS Teams.
 
When providing an assignment in an MS Teams
channel, use Relay Classroom's "Focus Mode" along
with "Allow full internet access when students change
their status to Done." Once they've marked themselves
as "Done", students are free to explore resources and
apps within the rest of the channel.
 
 

Relay Classroom has provided teachers with
powerful tools to use inside the classroom, but with its
unique ability to offer the same functionality outside of the
classroom, teachers can continue to rely on it for remote
learning. Relay Classroom and Microsoft Teams are two
powerful management and organizational applications,
and when used together can provide the structure for
collaboration, communication, and file sharing.
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1. Open the Relay interface and add students from
CSV, Google Classroom, or other LMS.
 
2. Work with your IT department to set up your
school on MS Teams and verify school accounts.
 
3. With your new account, create a team channel for
each class section and invite students by pushing the
MS Teams join link using Relay Classroom's "Send
Link" feature.

The Computers category in Relay Filter, which is
normally allowed, is required for Microsoft Teams
functionality.
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